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As you all know, 2015 was a pretty interesting growing season throughout most of our territory. Excess moisture in
the Spring led to late planting, poor stands, nutrient deficiencies and crops not even getting planted in many areas.
In very late June, weather patterns returned to something
much more normal and the summer growing season was
quite favorable overall. Considering the growing conditions this year’s crop
was exposed to, it was difficult to be too disappointed with yields in most
cases.
More concerning of course has been the continued downward pressure on
grain prices. I would encourage you to read my thoughts on pages 4-5 of this
newsletter and let us know if we can be of any help to you as you try to navigate your business through what looks to be more challenging times ahead.
I hope you all have a safe and joyous holiday season!
Sincerely,

Mike Scherer—President, Ag Risk Solutions
mikescherer@ag-risk-solutions.com

IMPORTANT!

GRASS BREAKING

IMPORTANT!

If you will be breaking any ground out of grass and planting it to an insurable crop this spring, notify your Service Rep immediately! In many cases
we must submit a request for insurability on these acres prior to MARCH
15! Also, you will have to use a different process to establish an Approved
Yield on land being broken out of grass, which could have a dramatic impact on the amount of coverage you will have on these acres. Contact us
immediately if you will be tearing out any grass!!!

LOSS NOTIFICATION
As you finish up harvest, if you suspect a loss on any unit or crop, contact
your Service Representative immediately! We must have claims turned in
within 72 hours of the completion of harvest on the unit for them to be
considered timely. Claims that are not turned in timely can take much
longer to be finalized and paid. Payment could also be denied completely.
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2015 SPRING REVENUE PROTECTION HARVEST PRICES
CORN:
Base Price: $4.15

Harvest Price: $3.83

Since the Harvest Price on corn came in lower than the Base Price this
effectively increases your guaranteed yield. Your corn yield guarantee will
be increased by about 8.4%. You can calculate your new guaranteed yield
using the following formula:
Approved Yield x Coverage Level x 1.084

GRAIN SORGHUM:
Base Price: $3.99

Harvest Price: $3.68

Since the Harvest Price on grain sorghum came in lower than the Base
Price this effectively increases your guaranteed yield. Your grain sorghum
yield guarantee will be increased by about 8.4%. You can calculate your
new guaranteed yield using the following formula:

Approved Yield x Coverage Level x 1.084

SOYBEANS:
Base Price: $9.73

Harvest Price: $8.91

Since the Harvest Price on soybeans came in lower than the Base Price this
effectively increases your guaranteed yield. Your soybean yield guarantee
will be increased by about 9.2%. You can calculate your new guaranteed
yield using the following formula:
Approved Yield x Coverage Level x 1.092
If you think you may be close to a revenue claim on any crops, contact
your Service Rep immediately.
For more information go to: www.ag-risk-solutions.com/harvestprices
www.ag-risk-solutions.com
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PROJECTED PROFIT MARGINS ARE CAUSE FOR CONCERN
It will certainly come as no surprise to anyone reading this that 2016 profit
projections for grain production look worse than they have in some time. As I
look at projected crop budgets for 2016, I wouldn’t describe them as catastrophic, but it is certainly quite a change from what we have all grown used
to over the past eight or so crop years. Over the past few months we have
also witnessed a steep decline in cattle prices. This provides a doublewhammy for many producers who are involved in both industries.
So, what does this all mean? How should you, as a producer, respond to this
development? While it is tough to give specific recommendations that will
apply to all farm businesses due to the extreme variability between operations, I will try to give a few general recommendations that I think anyone
involved in production agriculture should be considering.
Financial Evaluation
If you operate a farm business it is imperative that you begin to evaluate the
financial status of your business. Do you have an up-to-date balance sheet? If
not, begin working on one. As you do this, give serious thought to how you
value assets such as land and even machinery. From all accounts the used
machinery market is very cold and that might be an understatement. What
you paid for that tractor may not be in line with what you could sell it for today. When it comes to land, we must expect prices to also come down from
recent highs. How fast this will happen and to what degree is an open question, but it almost certainly has to be expected. If margins continue to be
squeezed, you may see some relief in the form of lower input prices (seed,
fertilizer, etc) but most of that lost profit will be factored into land values, no
differently than the excess profits of the last eight years were bid into land
values.
So, as you look at your balance sheet, begin to perform “shock-tests” as well.
How do your financial ratios look if all the land values are reduced by 25%?
What about 50%?
It’s also important to remember that your balance sheet doesn’t tell the
whole story. What about cash flow projections for 2016? How easily will you
be able to service debt payments in the next year? Do you have excess working capital available to cover potential shortfalls?
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PROJECTED PROFIT MARGINS ARE CAUSE FOR CONCERN (cont)
As you look at the financial health of your business, if you see potential
concerns, I would strongly encourage you to find the time to sit down
with your trusted business partners (lender, crop insurance agent, etc)
and get their input on how best to address these issues. Keeping this information private will not make it go away.
If you don’t have consultants with whom you feel comfortable discussing
these issues, I would encourage you to reach out to someone like K-State
and utilize the resources they have available to help producers through
these types of issues.
Evaluate Leases
It is also worth looking at the agreements you have in place for rented
land. Do you have cash rents that have been rightfully increased over the
last several years, but now those levels are no longer profitable on your
end. Meet with those landowners, show them the numbers, start the
discussion. There’s a good chance they will understand where you are
coming from and be willing to work to find a solution that works for all
parties involved. If they are not willing to work with you, you may need
to be prepared to walk away from that land. That’s a very difficult decision to make, but that doesn’t mean it isn’t the right one.
One thing I’ve noticed when looking at crop budgets is that projected
gross margins are lower but should still leave room for an amicable cash
rental rate. However, some of the crop share leases we may have been
using for decades are no longer equitable to the tenant under current
conditions. Run the numbers on all your agreements.

Production Practices
We all know there have been great technological advancements over the
last decade that have led to much better yields. With tighter margins
though, we must evaluate each of those production practices to verify
that they do more than just increase yield. They must also increase
profit. Applying a product that costs $15/acre to increase corn yield 5
bpa provides a nice return when corn is $6.00/bushel but might need to
be skipped when corn is $3.50/bushel.
www.ag-risk-solutions.com
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YIELD EXCLUSION - DON’T MISS OUT!
A new crop insurance option called Yield
Exclusion (YE) was released for the 2015
crop year. If you elect the YE option on
your policy it allows you to exclude from
your yield history any year in which the
county yield for that crop & practice was
less than 50% of the previous 10-year
county average yield. For example,
throughout most of the area we cover, producers were allowed to exclude
any corn yields from the 2012 crop year since county yields were so low in
that year. By excluding that year from your yield history, your Approved Yield
increases which, in turn, increases your yield and revenue guarantees. As you
would expect, there is also an increased premium associated with this option.
We spent an extensive amount of time last year analyzing this new option
and discussing it’s benefits, value and cost with our clients. What we found is
that in almost every case the YE option was a very good value for the producer. Oftentimes, the client could add the YE option, lower coverage one or two
levels and end up with the same or higher coverage and the same or lesser
premium cost. Situations like that are pretty easy to analyze. If you can get
more for less, take it!
On page six is an Enterprise Unit example for Corn in Atchison County, KS. In
this example you can see that adding the YE option increased the Approved
Yield from 130 to 140. If the client was carrying 80% coverage without YE,
that would give them $416/acre of coverage for $13.03/acre. If this producer
added the YE option and stayed at 80%, you can see their coverage would
increase to $448/acre and the premium would increase to $16.70/acre. Is
that a good investment, paying $3.67 to gain $32 of coverage? I don’t know,
that is certainly a fair question. However, what you must also look at is the
comparison with 75% coverage level and the YE option. This selection would
give the client $420/acre of coverage for only $9.74/acre premium. This is
clearly a better option than 80% and no YE.
This is the kind of situation we almost always found when evaluating YE. If
you did not use YE in 2015, contact us to see if it might be a no-brainer for
you as well. Don’t leave money on the table!
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YIELD EXCLUSION ANALYSIS
Atchison County, KS - Non-Irrigated Corn
Approved Yield without YE:
Approved Yield with YE:
Base Price:

130
140
$4.00

OPTIONS WITHOUT YE (per acre)
Level
65%
70%
75%
80%
85%

Guar Yield
84.5
91.0
97.5
104.0
110.5

Guar Revenue
$338
$364
$390
$416
$442

EU Premium
$3.99
$5.13
$7.45
$13.03
$23.51

OPTIONS WITH YE (per acre)
Level
65%
70%
75%
80%
85%

Guar Yield
91.0
98.0
105.0
112.0
119.0

Guar Revenue
$364
$392
$420
$448
$476

EU Premium
$5.13
$6.51
$9.74
$16.70
$30.12

UPCOMING IMPORTANT DATES
December 15: You must have your planted wheat acres submitted to us
by this date.
December 15: Deadline for submitting revenue claims on Corn, Grain Sorghum and Soybeans.
March 15: This is the deadline to change your coverage, add a new county
or insure an additional crop in a county for Spring Crops (Corn, Beans, Grain
Sorghum, etc.)
March 15: Deadline to short-rate any wheat that you do not plan to take to
harvest.
www.ag-risk-solutions.com
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